Reconfiguration of hub-level community structure in depressions: A follow-up study via diffusion tensor imaging.
The role of abnormal communications among large-scale brain networks have been given increasing attentions in the pathophysiology of major depressive disorder (MDD). However, few studies have investigated the effect of antidepressant medication treatment on the information communication of structural brain networks, especially converged from the individual analysis. Nineteen unipolar MDD patients completed two diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) scans before and after 8-week treatment with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor. DTI data of 37 matched healthy controls were acquired. We focused on a hub-level community structure network, and investigated whether it had differences on the whole structure and which regions drove these differences in terms of modular affiliation and hub role shift. Data were analyzed by the novel permutation network framework, which appraised the topological consistency of hubs and reserved an individual information. Compared to the pre-treatment state, post-treatment patients exhibited increasing number of modular members in the modules that included the right medial superior frontal gyrus (SFGmed) or the thalamus. Moreover, the result suggested a hub role shift of the left insula from a provincial-hub before treatment to a connector-hub after treatment. Additionally, reduced inter-module degree in the right SFGmed was positively correlated with the reduced sum score of 17-item Hamilton depression rating scale at the follow-up. Antidepressant medication treatment might be associated with modular reconfigurations of hubs within the fronto-limbic circuit. Moreover, increased inter-module connections of the left insula might improve its integration ability, promoting the remission of MDD. The correlation results of the right SFGmed suggested it might be a valuable indicator for treatment response.